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You and Konkana separated last year.
How has it been like raising a kid in this
scenario. Are there any pointers you’ve
speciﬁcally kept in mind?
I think all the acrimony and the differences
need to be set aside for the child. That’s the
only way you can look after the well-being of
your child. Parents should be mature enough
to put all differences and negative feelings
aside so that they do not affect the child.
We should also try our best for a seamless
transfer of the living situation. Between me
and Haroon's mother, we are not rigid about
whom he stays with and for how long. We
keep it ﬂuid. We are neighbours so it’s easy
for him to visit both of us. If we couldn’t give
him one home we have managed to give him
one neighbourhood at least. He feels this
neighbourhood is his own and these houses
are just like rooms; whenever he wants he
goes from one house to the other.

You and Konkana both enjoy reading
books, and are thorough actors. Has
Haroon developed this habit too?
He isn’t into acting yet, but he deﬁnitely
enjoys reading. We encourage him as much
as possible. He has just started Harry
Potter and seems to be loving it.

How do you two spend a typical day
together? What sort of chores and games
do you engage him in?
He is my little helper. He helps in setting
and laying the dining table, keeps utensils in
place. I keep him doing all this so that it’s an
inculcated habit. We also play a lot of games.
Our favourite is Uno. Haroon wins most of the
time. He is quite good at it.

BINDU GOPAL RAO discovers Kaivalyadhama, a traditional yoga school located in the serene Sahyadri mountain ranges of Lonavala
that can help people bounce back after a Covid-19 infection.

Holistic Recovery Post COVID-19
“The programme aims to improve lung
capacity, provide total body detoxiﬁcation,
and above all help in accessing peace and
harmony within. The integrated approach
of Yoga Therapy, Sattvic diet, Ayurvedic
detoxiﬁcation treatments and Naturopathy
in a natural healing environment are the
key highlights of Prabalatwam,” claims
Subodh Tiwari, CEO, Kaivalyadhama.
The programme costs Rs. 20,000 for two
weeks and participants can additionally
choose the accommodation from choice
of standard to deluxe rooms or even
cottages.

Spread over 180-acres of scenic lushgreen landscape and pristine ﬂora,
Kaivalyadhama was founded by Swami
Kuvalayananda in 1924, with the purpose
of merging yoga tradition with science.
Located in the serene Sahyadri mountain
ranges of Lonavala, the yoga centre
launched
Prabalatwam’, a two-week programme
especially designed for the individuals
who have recovered from COVID-19.
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“All programmes are offered in multiples of
one week and include stay, sattvic meals,
yoga, cleansing practices and various
therapies. We also offer several online
workshops on different topics such as
emotional healing, pranayama, yogic diet,
stress management, and COVID-19 recovery,”
says Tiwari.
The Institute continues to test the effects
of the intervention of yoga, Ayurveda and
Naturopathy on post COVID-19 patients.
Looking ahead, are currently building a centre
to focus on cancer survivors and those
suffering from non-communicable diseases.

